
DIGITS: we use digits 0-9 to make numbers





8/2 

8+2=10/ eight plus two equals ten

8-2=6/ eight minus two equals six

…



Consecutive numbers are like 1 and 2 or 5 and 6...






























































         IN A OPERATION THE BRACKETS ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT

     

         THEN, THE PRIORITY ARE          AND             .

 AND AFTER THAT            AND                .       

         

         THE ORDER IS LEFT TO RIGHT






















































































                             We say four squared





                             We say four cubed





                             We say four to the power of four





                             We say four to the power of seven














Is            The same as                   ?



- no because             =                              
















































































What is                  ?



     Is 8 squares and 9 squares



So               Will be between 8 and 9 because           Is 8 and                                 

is 9.     



 We say between 8 and 9 squares.



 
Only perfect squares have squares roots that are natural numbers



              

















DIVIDEND



DIVISOR



QUOTIENT



REMAINDER














If I divided a number by four the remainder can be 0,1,2 or 3.



If I divided a number by 99 the possible remainder can be 
from 0-98.



If I divided a number by 1000 the possible remainders can be 
from 0-999.









We can say that 2 and 5 are divisors or factors of 10 because 
10 : 2 = 5.



Example to find all the divisors of a number:


































All the numbers bigger than 1 have an even number of divisors 
(factors) except the perfect squares which have an odd 
number of divisor.





A prime number has exactly 2 divisors (1 and 0).

The 0 and the 1 are a especial numbers.

































All the composite numbers can be expressed as a product of 
prime numbers.

We use a factor tree to find prime factors.
















Some examples:





















The prime numbers of 12 are 2 and 3

The prime factorisation of 12 are two by two by three

















Example:









The common factors of 8 and 12 are 1,2 and 4. The biggest 
number in the list ( GCD ) is the 4                                                                                    












When the GCD of two numbers is 1 we say that this numbers 
are coprimes. 

Example, the GCD of 14 and 15 are 1. We say that 14 and 15 
are coprimes numbers.















           Draw our trees whit prime factors


















































We talk about the LCM (little common multiple).



Find the LCM of 8 and 12. List the multiples of 8 and 12.















24 is the LCM because is the first smaller number in common 
in our lists.

























we find the product of all the 

factors to calculed the LCM.


